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Question 3

Sample Identifier: O — Heart of Darkness
Score: 9

• an elegant and well-organized essay that accomplishes a sophisticated and thorough analysis of
a challenging novel

• renders a masterful and compelling argument that Kurtz has sacrificed his morality and civility

• clearly identifies how the sacrifice furthers Conrad's argument and deftly analyzes the meaning
of the work as a whole (the corruption of power condemns one to moral decay)

• sustains this argumentand provides plentiful, apt and specific evidence (including direct

quotation and key episodes) insuccessive paragraphs thatmove theargument forward
• deftly traces a single character's decline into barbarity and references other characters (Marlow,
the Intended, the African mistress) strictly in the service ofits focused analysis ofKurtz
• retains the reader's attention through the use of varied diction, clearsyntax and economical

language ("bastion of civilization", "His Intended's European sensibility and devotion to Kurtz
mark her metaphorically as civilization")

Sample Identifier: J — King Lear
Score: 8

• opening establishes a thesis and situates the character's sacrifice against the empty values of her
"world of fake flattery"

persuasively argues that Cordelia sacrifices her potential wealth and power for personal integrity

•

through three distinct scenes that span the play

. uses apt quotations to reinforce both the thesis and theme: "she cannot heave her heart into her
mouth"

•

maintains consistently strong control of language

• comprehensive analysis but not quite as persuasive and sustained as the 9essay, perhaps due to
the choice of a character who is absent for much ofthe play
.

underscores the meaning ofthe work as a whole in a strong concluding sentence: "By being
aware ofoneself, one can intelligently act and influence others in the outside world"
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Sample Identifier: M — Anna Karenina
Score:

7

•

presents a reasonable and focused argument that Anna Karenina sacrifices her security and

•

wealth for personal freedom
while the argument is developed through reference to specific episodes, the analysis relies at
times on plot summary

•
•

textual episodes are interconnected to provide evidence for the gendered argument that Anna's
character dramatizes the strictures facing women in 19lh-century society
shows control of the elements of effective composition, but contains occasional lapses in syntax
and diction, e.g., "due to the severe.,. osiraeizalion [sic] which occurs for both of them"

Sample Identifier: P — The Kite Runner
Score: 6

•

takes the less conventional but reasonable, approach of identifying an ignoble sacrifice (Amir's
sacrifice of his honor) and maintains this focus

• foregrounds the central concern with cowardice and self preservation in the novel as a whole
• adduces appropriate evidence in the form of episodes from the novel and individuals' motivations
to consider the pervasive attention to honor in the novel

•

inconsistent control over the elements of effective composition, such as unwieldy sentences and

imprecise diction (Amir's "entire life is overshadowed by this one regrettable sacrificial work")
earns this essay a 6 rather than 7

Sample Identifier: N — The Awakening
Score:

5

•

asserts that Edna Pontellier sacrifices her security for personal freedom— a plausible reading of

•

offers a superficial level of analysis that relies extensively on plot summary

the novel

• exhibits a general understanding of the social pressures experienced by middle class 19"!-contury
women rather than an in-depth understanding of Edna's particular situation and sacrifices
• the expression of ideas is rather inelegant (tense shifts, comma splices, cliche: "mask of
independence"; "Edna gave up what many women would kill for")
•

demonstrates limited control of the elements of effective composition and contains substantial
mechanical errors
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Sample Identifier: R — The Poisonwood Bible
Score: 4

• contains the germ of an idea, but instead of establishing an argument simply asserts the
•

presence of sacrifice in Kingsolver's novel
does not address the prompt: writes in vague terms of an exodus from the Congo with no

explanation of how and why this constitutes sacrifice and highlights an individual's moral values

• analysis is inadequate, discussion of the novel is incomplete and does not broach the meaning of
the work as a whole

•

the essay exhibits an inadequate control of language in the form of choppy sentences, tense
shifts, omitted words and poor word choice

• comparison between Leah and her father at the end of the essay shows a little more insight than
the typical 3 essay and earns this essay a 4

Sample Identifier: L — A Tale of Two Cities
Score: 3

• while the opening does identify Carton's sacrifice in a way that might lead to a meaningful
discussion of moral values, analysis is shallow

• offers a simplistic treatment of sacrifice for love that does not engage the novel as a whole
•
•

relies on superficial (thin) plot summary
essay is repetitious and underdeveloped

Sample Identifier: Q — Macbeth
Score: 2

•

makes some attempt to address the prompt, identify a sacrifice and state the meaning of the
work as a whole, but the essay is unclear and underdeveloped
• uncontrolled sentences include misused diction that render them difficult to understand (e.g., "By

killing Banquo, a very trustworthy friend, the inferrence [sic] that Macbeth values his hubris over
•

any friendship can now be deduced")
yields scant analysis of the chosen work

Sample Identifier: K — The Crucible
Score:

1

attempts to respond to the prompt but is unacceptably brief
consists of one underdeveloped paragraph that contains virtually no analysis of the chosen text
demonstrates Little control of the conventions of writing and contains errors (e.g., subject-verb
agreement and tense use)
inept writing lapses into incoherence
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